Major North Vietnamese Officer Defects

BY GEORGE MCLEAN

The Associated Press

A North Vietnamese officer defected to South Vietnam at a meeting Sunday in the South Vietnamese capital. The officer was the commander of a counterintelligence unit, according to the Associated Press.

Russia Faces Crop Shortage

By FRANCIS B. McKNIGHT

Russia faces a serious crop shortage this year, according to a recent report by the Russian Academy of Sciences. The report states that the shortage is due to a combination of factors, including drought and poor farming practices.

Indians Issue Plea For Doctors' Help

The Oklahoma Journal

Four Indians have been taken to a hospital in Oklahoma City with gunshot wounds. The Indians were reportedly shot during a confrontation with police over a land dispute. The hospital is currently treating the Indians for their injuries.

Snows Skirt State

The Oklahoma Journal

Snow has fallen in the eastern part of the state, causing travel delays and power outages. However, the snow is expected to clear up soon, according to the Oklahoma Department of Transportation.

Inside News

The Oklahoma Journal

- Papers' Rescued
- Inside Scoop
- Energy Crisis
- Hypnose Eyed
- MFR Records Set

Wife Held In Slaving Of Husband

A woman was arrested in Oklahoma City on charges of slaving her husband. The woman had been accused of keeping her husband in a state of slavery for several years.

Minister Wants Dignity in Death

The Oklahoma Journal

A minister is demanding dignity in death for his congregation. He said that some people are being denied the proper burial of their loved ones, and that this is a violation of their rights.

Suicide Clinics Proposed

The Oklahoma Journal

A group of doctors and mental health professionals is calling for the establishment of suicide clinics in the state. They say that these clinics could help prevent suicide and provide support to those in need.

Rovers' Freedom Bid Lost

The Oklahoma Journal

A bid by the Cherokee Nation to gain federal recognition as a sovereign nation was rejected by the United States government. The Cherokee Nation had been trying to gain federal recognition for several years, but their request was denied.

The Oklahoma Journal

A newspaper in Oklahoma City. It covers news, sports, and local events. The newspaper was founded in 1908 and is owned by the Oklahoma Publishing Company.
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Peacemaker Set Record

FAIR HAVEN, N.J. -- Electric expert who turned friend of the American Legion and other veterans groups by shooting up the American Legion Post in this town. The veteran killed a man and wounded two others.

Hall Of Fame's Portrait

TRUMAN LEAVES CRITICAL LIST

The name says it all: Iceberg 10

Syrian, Syrian Calvados

Peace Talks Set Record
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Three Persons Tie In Chess Tourney

The news from 1977 is that the American Legions and other veterans groups are being attacked by veterans. The veteran killed a man and wounded two others.
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War... The Surgeon General has determined that cigarette smoking is dangerous to your health.
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